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. ,:- The Periodic Table

Name:

Impo{tant ffat any time you have difflculty with a question in this work booklet,
please explain your problem underneath or in the margins of the page with a greea
pen. Your teacher can then provide you with the help that yois need. " 
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Atoms. molecules qnd ple-ments 
.'

All matter is made up of particles too small to be seen. They are called AtdyUS .

There are nearly 100 different sizes of naturally occurring atom. Usually they join
together in small clumps called MOIECIh|ES' . A subslance, which is composed,
eniirely of just one tlpe of atom is called *-E-/.ii4-0"U-f-

Scientists have discovered this centurJ that atoms themselves are made uo of even
smaller sub atomic particles. The smailest atom is called Hl b€d&€N,the next
biggest atom is called if.ELIUI/l

hydrogen helium

All atoms .orii.qof a central core called a nucleus surrounded by orbiting particles
called EESTR!&{ The nrJcleus-itself can be made up of even smalleipirticles
.ult"o pEOIa NS an4 N Ftt?-/?ONS. In the hydrogen arom. the nucleus
conposes of iusL or" p l(OTo-N . tn tte helium atom, the nucleus contains two
P CbTANS' ,rdr,*o NFU-7il041!. Electrons have very litrle mass and indeed.
we can say that their mass is negligible. The mass of protons and neutrons are too
small to measure in grams. We need another unit. We say that each has a mass
equivalent to one atomic massJnit! The hydrogen atom can be represented by the
symbol:

atomic mass:p*n I

H=Symbol for hydrogen

atomic number=p

Similarly the helium atom can be represented this way-try showing it below;

Ouestion: Consider this atom 238

,ru

How many neutrons would you expect in the nucleus of this atom? 2.3V -1 2
Usually the number of protons=number of electrons-how many electrons does this
atom possess? 4 r) ,\ -"7t 

^'iffb* ,l olahonsL as profons) J
I

H

electron



The relative masses of protons, neuffons and electrons, and their relative electric
charges are as shown;

Proton
Neutron
Electron

Mass (atomic units)
1

i
negligible

Charse
+1

0
-1

In an atom, the number of,electrons (all the negative charges added together) = ths
number of protons (alt the positive charges added together). The atom has an overall
charge = C)

Every atom in uri"t"*"it h"q th" same number oIP &IiNT (atomil number).
The iotal number.oip lCOIaN S uro xtsUi-f@lrff,n 'rn 'r,o* is called rhe mass
number (or Relative Atolnic Mass).
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The largest atom that you will be txpected to draw is 40

Ca
20

When drawing this the atomic nu O"r= ZO and therefore it must nuu" 2O-
p KOTbNSin its nucleus. Then, in order to calculate the number of neutrons, we
must deduct the number of neutrons from the number of protons and neutrons ie

Number of neutrons = atomic mass - atomic number = 40 *20 = b't,

Now remember, the rrriuiri of protons = number otBt8(*it (ONE' 20
So now we have to draw 20 eleitrgns orbiting around the Calci,u{nutleius., Eiich
electron in an ato{ i{ at a partiidtqr,energy level (in a particular shell). The eiectrons
in an atom occupy the lowest available energy levels (innermost available shellsl..
Each shell can only hold a certain maximum number of electrons as snoy./

Innermost shell = 2
Second shell = 8
Third shell = 8 (for the purposes of GCSE)
Fourth shell = more than 2

In this manner we can draw any atom we wish, up to an atomic maqs = 20.

Candidates snofita be able to diaw and represent the electronic stniiture of the first
twenty elements of the periodic table in the following forms:

Calcium 218,8r2

When we fiill a shell up with
electrons, we start try putting them
as far apart as possible (all have
same negative charge). Then they
are drawn tosether in pairs.



Ouestion; Draw these atoms in the space below:

(a) t (b) zs (cl s (dr ra (e) ro (f) rs (g) zt
LiNaBeNOCINIg

3114781712



Isotopes

We have previously said that an element is a substance, which comprises e_ntirely of
just one typelsize ef atom e.g."iron, sulphur; oxygen etc. Well, we can be more
specific than this;

An element is made up of just one type of atom that all have the same atomic
number (number of protons). . 

- o, " ,r
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Ouestioh:'Refer to a Periodic Table. Complete the table below;

I proton

oneutr()n

Ouestion; Represent the three isotopes of hydrogen in symbol form

Ouestion; Uranium can exist as 2 different isotopes. For each calculate the number
of neutrons in the nucleus;

235
U

92
neutrons = 23f -11

- l+g
--

2.38

,,U
92

ne.uftons = ru
:-'

Element Number of protons (A.N) Number of neutrons

rron 4b 5h -?-b ={
neon TN aA 

- 
tll q I

They all have the atomic number = 1 BUT have different numbers of N
They are different forms/types of hydrogen and are called Isotones.



Atoms. molecules. elements and compounds

An ATOI4 is the smallest partigle that can exist 4id can take part in a chemical
reaction. Exampres jncrude l[Idt#n-fAthebnd O XyTeYL

A molecule is a small group of atoms chemically bonded together. ff all of these
atoJms have the same atomic number i.e. number of protons, then they constitute an
E I e fulenfe.g. Hz. Oz. Nz. H the atoms in a golecgle are differenr, .t\en the
substance thit they make up is called aCOfiAYtlUND e.g. COz or -HIA.
Ouestion: Complete the'following table:

0x?Whv do atoms form bonds?

An atom usually has too many electrons or too few electrons to be stable.

o An atom that has too many electrons needs to lose them. They are metal
atoms. If an atom loses electrons a positive ion is formed.

o An atom that has too few electrons needs to gain them. These are non-metal
atoms. If an atom gains electrons a negative ion is formed.

Ionic bonds
i , - r.i ,. l', 

' o - * 
' A

ii

Posifive ions and negative ions attract eagh other. Each attracts a number of
oppositely char$ed ions to make a solid giant ionic lattice e.g. sodiunt chioride and
rnagnesium oxideu
" i o,' ,

I

When ions are separated from each other and allowed to move, carrying a charge with
them, it is possible to get them to conduct electricity. Dissolving sodium chloride in
water to form a solution can do this. Alternatively, molten (melted) magnesium oxide
and sodium chloride conduct electricitv.T ff"

ihve

Atom nA{n9
i

Ion Chargp on
ion', '

Molecule Atoms in molecule Is molecule an
clement or
compound?

H WqdfN,Crr H+ +'l Hz ifXc- e I euiletu
o o Yqo&\ oz- e) HzO *xZ O1(l a*4Aaca,
Ms lnddt?s,ur4; Me2+ *L Mg@. laI I tufvil ot
CI .lAl.Wi,lO ct- -, I MsClz Illla n-il Cl t baAo u}.tu

UNNa fdtlrur*r Na+ st NaOH NXx { Oxl I I tl,mfn
S tlllahll/ SO+ 2- a MsSO+ Max I Sx I ;**

ruy!

Positive metal ions are electrostatically attracted to negative non-metal ions and so bond strongly to them.
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Atoms lrke to exlst rn a way

23

Na (2, 8, 1). See how the innermost shell of lowest energy electrons is filled first.
l1

Or.era11 cLrali4e ,rfl. Etom = (+i 1) + (-11) = 0
O-rerall chuBe or &tom = (+l 1) + {-10J =+1

e1e ckon c,:nfigr-uation = 2, 8

electrnn ronflgr.uatior: = 2, 3, 1

The sodium atom finds it easier to lose one electron and so produce a full outer
electron shell, which is the second out from the nucleus, than to attract seven electrons
to form an outermost shell with 8 electrons which would be the third- shell out. By
losing an electron all metal atoms acquire an overall positive electric C hd f?e . 

-

Hence in new atom, number of protons = ll = +11 electric charges
number of electrons = = -10 electric charges

Hence overall charge on new atom with a full outer shell = (+11) + (-10) = f I

We call atoms which have an overall electric charge of + or - 'ions'
All rnetal atoms lose electron/s to become positive ions.

Now lets consider what happens to this electron. Well usually it can be accepted by a
non-metal atom, which enables it to achieve a full outer shell of electrons lstable -.2
electronic configdration i.e. stable arrangement of electrons in its shells). ,/

t/

of doing this is to lose or gain electrons. Consider for example the sodium atom



/\ITt- l-4cl +\J

-1

electron coflfi guration of chlori::e atom = 2, 8, 7 electron configrration of chlorine ion = 2, 8, I

We can see in the second diagram that if it were to accept the electron from sodium,
then this would produce a negative ion with an overall charge of -1

Now remember positive and negatively charged particles attract one another

overdl charge : (+17) + (-18) = -1

overall charge = (+11) + (-1Q = 11

r--f-**r./\
/ -1-\ \I / \\ItNaii\\ ,/ J\,*/\-r\.-+a--

gleskonconfigrxation of sodfirtn ian = ?, I
electron corfigrxation of ctrlodne ion = 2,8,8

This is a representation of the ionic'compound sodium chloride.
' fhe atffaction between two ions is called an ionic or electrovalent bond.

r Sodium chloride has a high melting point
r It dissolves in water. Sometimes this water evaporates
o It does not conduct electricity when it is solid.
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The following diagram shows how a magnesium atom can donate two electrons to one

oxy$p! Atom.' ln doing.,so they.bbth.becomp electron stable.

Once the electrons have been donated, the'new ionsiook ?s below:
r _, t'

ovq,{all charge = (+ll) + (-14 = 0

,,"T\
{'{'}}\\ ./ t\ \\-/ /\/\+a-.-'

eleclron configrxation of magnesium iou= ?,8 electron conflgr:ration of oxygen ion = 2, I

points. It requires a vast amount of energy tq make these ions vibrate and move about
iufficiently so that they break the g ON6S between them and so cause the
compound to change its state. They do not conduct electricity when solid because
they do not have free delocalised electrons to allow them to do so.

o-j

. overall charge = (+8) +(S) = 0 S

$
*

eleckon configwalion of oxygen atom = ?,6

elechon configruation of magnesium atom = 2, g, 2

overall charge = (+14 + (-l0J = +2 overall charge = (+8) + (10 = -2

'l-r
t Mcl' '

t:o11-

Remember, although thex now have the sarne number of electrons, they also have
different numbers of e KOTbNShence their charges and their different names.

All ionic compounds such as sodium chloride and magnesium oxide are giant
structures comprising of countless billions of ions. Because of the very strong ioniq
bonds between them, they have both high} O rLl@oints and trigfi rvr 6f,7?dF



Ouestion; Now try to represent the ions in calcium chloride below.

.a
t,

The formation of Calcium chloride (CaClz )

The ctilcrr.m atom (?, 8, 8, Q
needs to lose two eleckons to
have a'fi.rll outermosi shell of
eleckons. .", .r,;. ', "

t-

Each cl:lorine atqm p, 8, I needs ta
obtainjust one elec{ronto hsvp afi.rIl,

' " "'orilermost shell df eiectrons. ' ;' '

The calcium atom loses two electrons. ond toleach chlorine atom. In doing so the
overall charge on the calcium atorri becomes as follows;

+2

Number of protons + number of electrons = (+20) + (-10 = +2 i.e. Ca

For each chlorine atom = (+17) + (-18) = -1 i.e. Cl

ui

Physical properties
Some of the physical properties of
sodium chloride, calcium chloride and
magnesium oxide are:
(1) Strong attraction between positive
and negative ions so they have high
melting points.
(2) Ions cannot move in the solid so it
does not conduct electricity.
(3) IonL can move in solution or a
molten liquid so these conduct
electricity.

10
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2+
Ica]

This is how we represent. a

positive isn. Note how we lost
from it.s outermost shell which
now has no electrons ifl it.

ti
ti

The overa.ldcharge orr this ion
r4 qow(+2Q +.(-1qE +2

n ,x
Eleckortennfigrxahon = 2, 8, B

, t al

r;r1ilr

This is.how we represent the
negati{re ion. Notice how the

Joutetmnst sheli of eiectroni plus
the donated eleckon is show::.

Remember,ifyouareaskedtodrawibnicconrpounds,firsidrawtheatomsnext
to each other and then shqw Srem again after,forming ions upon donating and
acceptiqgelectrons. t-- * | i

?;.&*

\; i
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"tg

:

!_" !
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tt

.J

t* o The overall i#g* on u=i, ior, iru'1
now(+17)+(-14=-1 i ' )i""

Ele,rkon configrxation = 2, 8, 8 {f " :,
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Ouestion: In the space below and on the next page draw the following ionic
compounds;

(a) potassium chloride (b) lithium fluoride (c) calcium fluoride (d) sodium
fluoride (e) lithium chloride (f) aluminium chloride

(b) Draw the following atoms lithium and sodium. What do you notice about
these two atoms? Which atom do you think will lose its outermost
electron the easiest?

a

il

t1

C"lrrt{}r^
*or

U.
?&

-1.\ orl,rrn^

il t't^

'ffi[^vil (z,V,tr,

'[dG

(b)Tl* nlrofil oh

tl,'ef wtl lore ;fs

6Yluna.l slatf,
ru-Ag;rtt wll

ilf@

To.I
H[@lH'

,JH
(ilM-ml

:H: p1

]-'

I

l:

'?*'*'l.T,Vnu,tr^
tu'i i i;frtlurr,ry' elafnKD]-



Covalent bonding and the structure of the periodic table

Many compounds are made of molecules containing just non-metal atoms.

Ouestion: Think of as many molecules of this type that you can.

Non-metal atoms bond to each other using covalent bonds!

Consider two hydrogen dtoms bonding together to form a hydrogen molecule (Hz).

The first atom could donate its electron to the second atom, but what would be the
point? Remember, if it did this then the first atom would have no electrons at all and

ideally it wants a full outer shell of electrons!'However. Iets consider what would
happen if the two electron shells were to overlap.

Drawing the hydrogen moiecule H,

Drawihe atsms close neld
to each other andthenloop
together elecknns in pairs
r.urtil each atom has a fi-rll

outermost. strell of eleckons

In stage [wu, draw the atoms
together showing the
outetmost shells ovetlapping

'.+ith the pairs of eleckons
(birr$* cavaletrt bonds) close
toget.Ler.

Now then, each hydrogen atom is sharing an electron so in effect, each atom now has

two electrons in its outemost shell! Why are the two atoms bonded together? Well
the two electrons now spend most qf their time in the region between the two nuclei.

i,11ff&ff tLH;*:u"#*5;f :[5":i[-;[:t]Jin'ffi T:1"""'
electron cloud between them = A covalent bond between two atoms.

t3
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The coralentbondin
the chlorine molecule
clr

Stage I

Iraw two atomsiclose
together and loop togethet
pairs of elechons from each
atom r.mtil each has a fi:ll
outer shell of electrons.

Si.tge 2 :

Then drawthe two atoms
to gether with the outer shells
overlnpping showing the
shared pair of eleckons.

Alternative ways of exprcssing the hydrogen molecule and chlorine molecules are
shown below:

-. )O( ..HlH +crTcls:o( ..

Notice that when we are drawing covalent bohds between atoms, we only need to
show the outer shell of electrons for each atom. , .

,'/--XX-\
/ / \\t{ \\,,,(X Cl X,I{\ /f

\Vj
.\J
\\./J

\ -*A-- /

t4



Lets now consider drawing the ammonia molecule (NH:)

Notice how we draw the ammonium
molecule HH3

,d,F

Remember from the periodic table, nitrogen has an atomic number = { , it
therefore has an electronic configuratign*of 2,5 and hence hur F .t".t-rs in its
outermost shell. Now show on the diagram above the three pairs of electrons that
need to be shared, and then re6a\v the atoms belgw showing overlapping electron
orbits, which show the |airs of,,electrons within ttem. , I.; *,i qa ,,,

Drawing ihe oxygen molecule 0^" *r 'l

-pr \r-/" \l'{\,\rt^lt:tu li\\ J I
\ \---l /-\ - ./\+*-/

Strge one, agair: draw two atoms
ofoxygen close together. Each
ory*Ben aiomhas only sit eleckons
in there oulermost shelI. If we loop
lvro pairs of eleckotrs [ogether,
then by sharing, each atom now
has eight electrons in their
oulermost shell ,,rhich are now fi:ll-

/\--d\

t'H )---\ J

,/\/-\tf\\
I
i
!\tl

\ \-,/ ,l
'' ,r\/

\.'H

Hi ;n

\{\
H

---X. -. - -*qf ^ \ t _ \

{{"}H*}}
\ / \, *-,"/

-*:{ -" \ )'"'

The oxygen atoms arE now
bonded hy t'ns c,lvaleni bonds.
This constitutes a double
c o:ralerrt b ond.

15



Now try to draw several other covalent molecules.

Here is stage one in the formatiotr
of the nLethane molecule. Finish
the dru,+ing of this molecule urith
stage two i:r the hox r:ndemeath.

/\
lul\a
tl\- -/

/1lul+/
\i'

next to each other. and then draw the covalent molecule underneath-(oWr lLsrggN srer)
ONtf S {a'Vru /

--+(----,.\
/'\
It\ti t \ 1.,t,{ C ,X,TItlt'r\Ji

J
\-;d...-

./--+\/\
I r-r '1
tt

H

|-*
I

H

jH

ahol

Now try drawing the water molecule (Hz0). From the periodic table, the atomic
number of hydrogen = 1, atomic number of oxygen = 8. First draw these atoms ?*

Tf fvvla.q
7,6

(sh:-' buls

Fi -0-H

t6
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Groups and trends in the periodic table

There are two types of bonding.

. Ionic bonding. Large crystals are bonded by ionic bonds.

r Covalent bonding. Molecules are bonded by covalent bonds. Examples are

carbon dioxide, which is a gas, and water, which is a liquid. These molecules
have low melting points.

Elements that are in the same group (family) in the periodic table are written in the
same vertical column on the table.

A group of elements is all the elements in a vertical column of the periodic table.
These elements have similar chemical properties.

a

ril

Now try drawing the covalent molecule hydrogen chloride (HCD underneath.

, I t,tl

ri

,'1 t:i, i

t

i \.,' i. I

t._



You will now need a complete periodic table in order to answer the following
questions.

..,f$ {k

fue
al-r

+6e,

per

group 1 2 t,-i 1 4 5 6 7 0

Ouestion: On the above periodic table, record the metals in group 1.

A period of elements is all the elements in a horizontal row of the periodic table.

I s
iod=across grdups

&*. 
I

transitiori 
I

nretalg *' I 
I

1",
s. I t+lt'l{

period

group 1 ? 34 5 6 7

Ouestion: Which period is shown in the above periodic table?
in that period.

=acros5 groups
_r_t__-tl

transition

metals

n

Record the elements

t

Ouestion: What is a group ol elements?

fW Sarr
: Which elements are in

?i
Ouestion: What is a period 6felements?

-a

Ytun^ber tl S

-LU

Tf CoulA,^a t1^ub
tt'w rhell ,

Tue,6)=
AfOtn S UntL f|rt- r, n/\e-

ebfdr.
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Ouestion: Which elements are in period
(-trt

2?

,'
4

Group numbers

The group irrlmber is the same number of electrons in the outer shefl.
- ,r&:

...'r"i""'. ,....'.'o'
Group I elements have one electron in the outer shell.

, .t*. .1 
.'-

guestion: In the qpacre bplow draw the first three atoms in period 1:., , ,- -: :

LiBeB
'3 . 4,.,.."5 *,'..i',

"0xtry,'tJ_uarryFl"rus

.s

,. -.J' i
. ,,,,-r t

AS we so oown a srouD. the atomic number (proton number) of the atoms increases.
'ir;'iAU.the elemphts{n groups 1 aad,Z are metals. ','

lr
fl

Group 7 elements have seven electroirs i1;the outer shell.

,':,n ir ;',,.-.

t9



In the space be first two a

19

F
9

35

CI
17

Group 8 elements have eight electrons in the outer shell.

Question: In the space U"to*, draw the first three atoms in group 8.

42040
He Ne Ar

21018

How to tell which period an element belqlgEjq

lf an element has electrons in only one shell it will be found in the first period.

lf an element has electlons in two electrons it will belong to the second period

lf an electron has electrons in three shells, it will be found in the third period.

20
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g nltus
: Explain why nitrogen belongs to period 2.

Ol/L

Carbon dioxide and water are simple molecules with weak intermolecular forces

The chemical properties of carbon dioxide and water are related to their structure.

t

R
1

11

t1

.rtl'

',irrl"

Ouestion: Complete the following table

. v hl rrf v 
:

Ouestion: To which group does carbon belong, with electron configuration2,4?
lf , a , I

^ff.tt

Proton number
and hence number.
ofelections "

. As they hEve weak intermolecular forces between the molecules they are easy

to separate so the substances have low melting points.

. As there are no free electrons available they do not conduct electricity.

Ouestion:'Explain ri,hy earbontlioxide has a low mblting point.

eletlrons Mpnril.*@
Tfu;t: g'

ttr\tNtt9 AA
r ,l r -,

tt*,rTorTe

walr -

ftrttNttg dr

@ lt4)h;t,
{ CanrTtbT tt-P" cnqITC t'';-'-** ::
Unt ftncu,rl c;laarys (ryb-hot ,gJfu)



Ouestion: The electronic structure of phosphorus looks like this.

, 1l*r wte ? shdk
?arelorn 3

."
Explain how the structure of the phosphorirs atom shows that it is in group 5 and
period 3 ofthe periodic table.

Sodium compounds produce a bright yellow colour against the night sky. Sodium is
an element in the periodic table in the first column. When Dmitri Mendeleev first put
the elements into an order in his table, he grouped lithium, sodium arld liotassium
t6gether. We nLrw know these as the group 1 elements.

As we go down a group, the atomic number (proton number) of the atoms increases.

All the elements in groups 1 andZ are metals. Group 1 metals are special because
they have the following properties;

(1) They are all soft metals. They can be cut with a knife.
(2) They reac.t with the air and water and so are stored under oil.
(3) They all react vigorously with water producing alkalis (hydroxides) and so are

called alkali metals. The reaction is shown below:

Group l metal +water =metal hydroxide (alkali)+water

(4) This reaction becomes more vigorous as we go down group 1

Ouestion: The first Group 1 metal + water reaction is below. On the following page
complete the word equations for the others

Lithium + water = Iithium hydroxide + hydrogen

Sodium+\rater= sdDl,ruir lnVdrxtdc t ttrh)
potassium + water =P-okss r r,irvr hVlf*;ln-;;trq)

period 3 ofthe periodic table.

Ruridium+water =Snbilturr^ h'Ud11fde + H;h)

22



Ouestion: What do 1 metals look like when freshly cut?

: Why are gro 1 metals ke

Sodium hydroxide alkali is produced when sodium is added to watdr. It is used in
home oven cleaners. If it gets onto your hands it is very corrosive.,

Sodium hydroxide is more dangerous to get into the eyes than acids are. The ions
travel to the back of the eyes and can ineversibly damage the retinal

Properties of the alkali metals

When lithium, sodium and potassium react with water they float on the surface. This
is because their density is less than the density of water.

Hydrogen gas is given off.

As mentioned, the metal reacts with water to form an alkat. This is the hydroxide of
the metal.

o Sodium forms sodium hydroxide.
o Potassium forms potassium hydroxide.

Now as we go down group l.

o Lithium reacts quickly and vigorously with water.
e Sodium reacts very quickly and vigorously with water
r Potassium reacts extremely vigorously with water and produces a lilac flame.

Groun l metal Meltine point (C) Boiling point (C)
:Li r79 t3t]
rr Na 98 892
rsK 64 114

Ouestion: What do you notice about the melting point and boiling point of the group
1 elements as we go down the group?

Why does.sodium float on water?

Ouestion: Which gas is given off when sodium reacts with water? How could you, 
tlr+)

Wffiffilh*

metal in group 1

l,t ilf,roqo^ qas - lQ ureY/ Pof



Ouestion: Why are the group 1 metals called alkali metals and how does their
reactivity change going down the gfoup?. d -

.L
t0. m#.#il, ,)f

s rea r
when

t r*,lules

water is Eometinres represented as follows; 
-O -,N. \H

Hotuever, usualll'thr water molecule breaks up (dissociates) into
OH (hydroxide ionJ and H {hydrogen ionJ.

First the lithium atom loses an electron in orderto achieve a stable
electronic configuration (full outer shell) This electron is picked up

by the hydrogerr ion in ruater

The outer electron of the lithium atom is not strongly attracted to its nucleus and is
more strongly attracted to the passing positively charged hydrogen atom (proton).
This hydrogen atom therefore now has one electron in its outermost shell. The
lithium atom now has a full outermost electron shell. but of course now is a
positively charged ion.

Ouestion; calculate the overall charge on the new lithium ion

et w

Uavfuoyfre
charqel
,l,rU'lA
ektPtut

(proti^r)

- C3) + (-z) =(+ t)
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StaEe 1: The water molecule csn
exiH in ihis state but often
spilts into H+ ions and
hy&oxide OH- ione.

Stage 2: lithium atom added io watet
The hydrogen H+ ion pulls the outetrtro st
electf,on ofthe lithium atorn onto itself.

H= ion unith a
posit.ive chuge

," -^- \tl \\ t' \ll Li XX / n 1i\ J ! \ /
\ \-./ / \ / stase3\/\-/

rJJ:Xi*Xx"toEenato,,
rarrth one electf,ofi

-+o
eleekon configwation = 2, J

Two trlrdrogen atons then covalentlybond
togethet i.o form a hydrogen molecule.

The above reaction can be rcpresented as follows

Li (s) + H2O 0) = LiOH (s) + Hz (g)

BUT! This is not a balanced equation! A balanced equation is one where all the same
tlpes of atoms on the left hand side = number of the same type of atoms on the right
hand side of the equation.

,
Consider for instance the hydrogen!

On the left hand side = 2 hydrogen atoms, on the right hand side there are

hydrogen atoms. However, if we put 2 in front'of the HzO and 2 in front of
LioH...

Li+ZHzO =2L|OH+Hz

Webre athosrthdre br.it noLquite."Now write oirt the futl balanbed equation
for tittriini and water by putting a 2 in front of the lithium as below:
Li,rZHzO = 2LiOH'+ Hz

{y,*, l[; + ]ilzo(il -+ LL; CIilAf) * ttrq)

-



Now consider what happens when we add a group 1 metal atom to water
which is lower down that group.

Now c oasider w'hat uor-rld happen if
we added a larget group I metal atom
to water e.g. Ha?,8, 1 to watet.

Stage 1: The water tnolecule can
exist in ihis slate but often
sFilts into H+ ions and
hydroxide OH- ions.

Stage ?: sodiuffiaiofi addedto wnter
The hydrogen H* ion pulls the or.rttrmosl
electron ofthr ssdiufir atom onio itself_

t

t"r-"*\\
{{"}}\ r=,, 7
\ \-xxl I

--o
H= ioawith a
positive charge

electror. configuration= 2,8" 1

StaEe 3

This is nou a hydrogen atomr+rth cne eleckon
iniis ,:utermost shell

Two hydrogen atoms tl:.en covalently bond
iogether to form a hydrogen mole cule.

with bigger and bigger group 1 metal atoms, there are more shells of elecffons
between the positively charged nucleus and the negatively charged outeflnost
electron. These shells make this attraction weaker. This electron is also further
away from the pull of the nucleus.

As a result it becomes easier for the H+ ion to pull this electron away from the
metal atom altd the reaction proceeds faster! When the metal atom loses its
electron and becomes a positively charged ion, we say that it has been oxidised.
(Na-electron=Na+).

Ouestion: For each of the following, finish the word equations. Then write
balanced symbol equations undemeath each.

+)
kott

Sodium+water= ,

Il\il6;j" ifl,H,o -) AN"or-f + It,
*'*""'" .*"'"'= 

)*r (s) 'r )- t+ro k,\ +.o ioil (ry) * tlrg
,26:i



Rubidium+water =lfibff br7 -> tPb0H&f)" ilrq)
caesium+water= xGG)+ 2Lr0(l) 4 2Cs0H(4?) *tLr+)

& r-4Wr,ranciuiri + water = I f, F) * lftr(z(l) + I F, o rf (ap) n HrQ
- rT

*,m,:rx -:'";, r"r;i;J,r"*"''5"
rl-r)ri^| rennMf elat-(b-d-caeturutffi##
o,A o*tirr .

. 
rr{teiirfu*r , ?ef

tl*
w;tL' D €c tZ*t6rrin.i* -.fts #.3)*i,: t

*il'a,
Alkali Metal in the comnound Colour the flame turns / ' /)-t

Lithium Red -l tl Ct
rSlodium Yellow | -l--
?otassium Lilac t v_t'

i;@ ry^*r
JL |lWUl , tL it\ I el ./cJ//rvw/ !

tl,b n,ulo i q*
W:!7

Flame tests

If we are to test to see if these group 1 metals are in unknown compounds:

(1) Put on safety glasses. Moisten a flame test wire with dilute hydrochloric acid.
This dissolves any contaminants and the wireis then held in the Bunsen flame
until the flame burns away those contaminants and it turns the same colour as

the blue flame.
(2) Dip the flame test wire into the sample of solid chemical.
(3) Hold the flame test wire in a blue Bunsen flame.
(4) Record the colour of the flame in a table.

These group 1 metals have one electron in their outermost shell,

This is why groul1 metals have similar properties.

Ouestion: What colour Bunsen flamO is the test wire and sample



When a flame test is used the outer elecJron is 'excited' out of its shell and when it
,"iu*, a cbloui is produced, Tlie bokiurs are different because the outer electron
is a different distance from the nucleus in different metals.

@uestion: Write an ion to show the oxidation reaction for lithium
I t

Group 7 elements

Group 7 elements are known as halogens. Halogens have many uses. Chlorine is
used to sterilise water and tq inake pesticides and plastics. Iodine is used to
sierilise wouhds.

.t

Sodium chloride is used as a preservative,.as flavouring in the manufacture of
chlorine.

The halosensr.--'_

oql=hcrnss groups

L_r_l__

transition

metals

group l

Ouestion: Use a periodic table to record all the halogens in group 7.

Fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine are halogens.

Halogens react vigorously with alkali metals such as sodium and potassium.

The uses of some halogens

pefl

07/:
U

Halosen Use
Chlorine Sterilise water
Chlorine Make olastics and oesticides
Iodine Sterilise wounds
Flirorine Protect against tooth decay

Compound containins a halosen
Sodium chloride Use as food oreservative
Sodium chloride Flavourins in food
Sodium chloride Used to make chlorine

28



Group 7 trends

There is a trend in the physical appearance of the halogens at room temperature.
Chlorine is a gas, bromine is a liquid and iodine is a solid.

Reactions between alkali metals and halogens

When alkali metals react with halogens there is a vigorous reaction. A metal halide is
produced.

o When lithium reacts with chlorine the metal halide is made is lithium chloride.
Lithium + chlorine = lithium chloride

When potassium reacts with bronrine the metal halide made is potassium
bromide.
Potassium + bromine = potassium bromide.

. When sodium reacts with chlorine the metal halide made is sodium chloride.
Sodium + chlorine = sodium chloride

,@!p.1!!911,: Which halogen is an orange liquid at room lemperature?

Ouestion: What is the appearance of iodine at room temperature?

What meta halide is produced when potassium reacts with bromine?

Balancing equations

Ouestion: Write balanced symbol equations undemeath the following word
equations. Remember, group 1 metal atoms can exist as single atoms (you can put
numbers in front to balance). The halogens exist as diatomic molecules e.g.Brz

Lithium + chlorine = lithium chloride

Potassium + bromine = potassium bromide.

Sodium + chlorine = sodium chloride

Ouestion: Why is the formula of chlorine gas Clz?

Question: Why is KCl not written as KClz?

tiqL,Y,*l

1,8,+
29
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Halose4s and their order of reactiyitv

The order of reactivity of the halogens {gggggggas we go down group 7 (opposite to
the group 1 alkali metals).

This means that:

. Fluorine is more reactiie than chlorine
o Chlorine is more reactive than bromine
o Bromine is more reactive than iodine.

Displacement of haloeens from solutions of their salts
,

A halogen salt consists of a metal ion bonded to a halogen ion

Ouestion: Complete the following table;

'. i : ' ., ". \ '?

If halogens are bubbled through'scihltions of iretit t aliabs thbre are tlvo possibilities,
no reaction, or a displacement reaction.

i.i

,'+ 6i

' q,&

t

!aD $ tl

Name of metal halide
salt

Symtlol for metal ion Symbol for halide ion Formula of metal halide
salt

Potassium chloride K+ cl-
Sodium chloride Na+ ct- laC
Potassium fluoride K+ F- (F
Sodium fluoride Na+ F- Na
Lithium fluoride Li+ F-, TL
Potassium bromide K+ Br- l(Er
Lithium bromide Li+ Bh l-t Ir
Sodium bromide Na+' Br= eI<f
Potassium iodide K+ I- l('T

.:
';. t

t
*

d

!.

dr
4,'}
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r,Ndion

tr,

Sodium clrloride (aq) + Fluorine (aq) ----------psodiunr fluodde (aq) + chlotine (aq)

I _'I

iit;

I
l1

1-r { .'
l., 'eleckon eonfigur-atian = 2, 8, I

The skengtf, of ionit b6nds is -

dependenti upon how glose the hrlogen
nucleus (+ chqfge), cur get close to and
be atkacted by, tfie ouier shell of
eleckons of the Na nucleus (-)

s o dium fluoride s olution

S o dium Fluodde (aq) ,+ Chlorine (aq) ------? no re action

s s dium fluoride s oluiiofl
The chloride ion is much
bigger than the fluotide ion.
Its nuclaus (+) crr.ilot gei
very close to t^he outer shell of
eleckons of the sodiumion
and so is rlot as alkacted 10 it
as the fluoride ion.

The ctrloride ian cffrrrot
displace tJre fluoride ion and
so thete is no displtcement
raaction-

Summary

Halogens near the top of group 7 are small and displace larger halogens from
their metal halide solutions.

Halogens near the bottom of group 7 are Iarger and canuot displqce smaller
halogens from theirlmetal halide solutions 

r
. t 31
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Ouestion: Use a copy of the periodic table showing group 7 to complete the
following word equations and write the symbol equations underneath.:

(1) Chlorine l potassium hromide
CI2 (aq) +;[_KBr (aq) 

-

trctQf) t lrrr(ry)
(2) Brornine + potassium chloride . -. I t ,. I -\

,," .#Ii[Xij!;,)--+ N'@'r ( ;{,ffi )
,_, .,f lt"k*#y^ r hq) 1 lNqc t (oq) r 2 r
l5l Bromine + potassium iodide :-

Predicting properties

It is possible to predict the properties of other halogens, such as fluorine or astatine,
knowing the properties of the other halogens. This is because the properties follow
trends.

o Halogen atoms get bigger as we go down group 7. Bigger atoms require more
heat and kinetic energy to vibrate sufficiently to break free from each other.

As a consequence, the melting and boiling point of group 7 halogens increase
as we go down the group.

o Halogens have similar properties because when they react each atom gains one
electron to form a negative ion with a stable electronic structure.

Fluorine has an electronic structure of 2,7 . It gains one electron to become 2, 8.

Chlorine has an electronic structure of 2, 8,7. It gains one electron to become 2, 8, 8.

Clz +2e > zcl

The nearer the outer shell is to the nucleus, the easier it is for an atom to gain
one electron easier it is to gain the electron,lJre more reactive the halogen.

Reduction

If electrons are gained-the process is called reduction.

Brz+2e - 2Br

Think of oil rig (oxidation is loss (of electrons) and reduction is gain (of electrons).

A molecule of bromine gains two electrons. It now becomes two bromide ions. The
bromide ion is a negative ion. This is reduction.
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Ouestion: Complete the following table:

Ouestion: Write ar

molecule of iodine.
equat

Line speglre

A1l atoms give off light when heated, although sometimes this light is not visible to
the human eye. A prism can be used to split this light to form a spectrum, and each
element has its own distinctive line spectrum. This technique is known
as spectroscopy. Some examples of what Iine spectra look like are shown here:

Scientists have used line spectra to discover new elements. In fact, the discovery of
some elements, such as rubidium and caesium, was not possible until the
deveiopment of spectroscopy. The element helium was discovered by studying line
spectra emitted by the Sun.

Ouestionr Pure Rubidium and caesium react immediately with moisture and break
down to-'form the metal hydroxide and hydrogen. Why are they found in a pure form
in stars, which led to their discovely, by spegtroscopy?

Blectrolysis

Electrolysis is the process of breaking down compounds in solutions, or when they are

melted, to form two products. One product is formed at a negative electrode, the
other at a positive electrode.

Ions in-sulphuric icid *. ,"f*u*d during electrolysis to make two gases.

Minerals containing aluminium can be melted and then electrolysed to form
plUminium,in the aircraft industry. Electlolysis".is the process by which ionic

. substances are broken down into"simplel subrstances usihg electricity. During ;

electrolysis, metals and gases may form at the electrodgs.

Ta u.j,derstand electiolfsis. you'need to knor,t what'an iohic su'bstance is. '

Ienic,substaryces f*r6 wthen a rnetal reactu *i1*, * non-meta!. They contain
char&ed particles calied ions. For exanTbie, sodium chloride forms when sodium

' reacts-"witll,chlorine.. Ii contains positively charged scdiurn icns and negatively
charged thloride ions. lonic sui:stances can be braken doWn by electricity.

Haloqen Meltins point in C Boilins ooint in C State

Fluorine nilU flAltttl -l )l la l0l ?bat qat
Chlorine 101 -35 ..-?5 ghs

Bromine -7 59 liquid
Iodine L14 184 solid
Astatine *;,ll^n* *l^a* l+Lqllo^ fhart *at rl

: Write an ionic "1,!k*t n 
" 

r.,r,1.,, tt.,,'"F#?n, o o, .,,, r,.,-

f*
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n eg ativ e
ele[trode

positlue
ElEctrode

They lose electrons and are *$dtsed.

Erectrorvsis orsodium chroride sorution (W O Cl @ )
This is exactly the same as the electrolysis qf dilutp qulphuric acid. At the pathode

At the anode, again exactly the same reaction takes place:

lct'*ll4 cl,

?ve
ble '
cut

-4ikr* !$=py.ry:f!u T--f#
rarfs ,^ t /-/-ri Cl-. Cl - { + tl

: Explain why hydrogen is made at the cathode.
t, t t - r

: Eiplain why exl;gerr is qade at the anode.

t
ir

a

I

L

CI

H'
tt

,1

For electioly3is tr r,york, the ions must be free to move. Ions are free to move
when an ionic substance is dissolved in water or molten (melted), For example, if
electricity is passed through copper chloride solution, the copper chloride is

brolien down to fgr:pr poOOer inetal and chlorine gas. - .

ffiMffi+ffi ;%ffi &#mp',
F0sitiveu,charged ndgdtiuely charEed ! - {

ton l0n

rffiffi
ffiffi
ffi
ffi

F!crt rnlircic

Here !s what happens during electrolysis:

Positively charged ions nrove to the negative electrode during electrolysis.
They receive electrons and are .

Negatively charged ions move to the positive electrode during electrolysis.

;,d ii:Wti aqr a t 7|**{47i f
freafe,r charle a{e,ns/ry f.n ^ o^) [e l rll t



Testing for the gases given off during the electrolvsis of sulphuric acid

Sulphuric acid solution can be broken down by electrolysis into hydrogen and oxygen.

To test for the two gases we:

o Hold a lighted splint in hydrogen and it burns with a 'pop'
o Hold a glowing splint in oxygen and it relights the splint.

Transitign elements

Transition metals arp often useful and many have been known since ancient times.
. 1 ' Gold and silver have'been used as decorative metals and have had value as currencies

t 
.,, ,ni , ' for thousands'of years.

e

q which are rfiixtures of metals.q.

:"
Iron and copper are the most used metals in the transition block because they are

strong and conduct electricity.

Transition elements are found in the middle part of the periodic table.

Copper and iron are two transition elements.

o The symbol for copper is Cu.
o The symbol for iron is Fe.

Ouestion: Use a periodic table. Colour in that part which shows the transition
elements below. Record the positions of copper and iron.

|----r------l
eriod=fl[ross !roups

t_r_l_

lransition

metals

group I ? 345670

Metals have a wide range of properties, which make them useful materials. Gold is
used forjewellery because it does not corrode and it has an appealing colour and

lustre. Copper is used fbr saucepan basei because of its good thermal conductivity. It
is also used for wiring because of its good electrical conductivity. .
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Metals can withstand forces that try to stretch and pull them aparl (high tensile
strength). As a result iron and steel is embedded into concrete to reinforce it.

These metals, however, do not make superconductors. Niobium is a superconductor.
When it is used to levitate trains (magnetic levitation lifts trains above tracks -
reduces effect of friction).

Ouestion: Complete the following table showing the physical properties of metals:

Iron is actually harder than copper but copper is a much better conductor. As a result,
copper not iron, is used to make wires, usually in the form of the alloy brass (harder).

plane of trLetal atoms

h:. metals the p a sitively charge d nucleus is attracte d to the
ne6atively ,:harged elecixons between ihem. This constitutes
a met allic h ond. If this h ond is trot 'rery strong ele ctrons c an
move betureet: plan*s ,:,f aioms - they become delocalised. It
is these mo''r:ng electrons that catry both elertri,rf,l and heai
er:et#r tJuor.rgh a ttretal.

Properties of metals

Metals have specific properties that make them suitable for different uses.

A property can be either physical or chemrcal.

An example of a physical property is the high thermal conductivity of copper.
Saucepan bases need to be good conductors ofheat. This is why copper is
often chosen for the base ofthe whole of saucepans. Physical propefiies are
properties a metal possesses because of its normal metallic structure.

Chemical properties refer to the ability of a metal to bond to other types of
atom. An example is the resistance to attack by oxygen or acids shown by
gold. Copper is also resistant, which is another reason why it is used for
saucepans.

tt*o^

77H,{fiiiN

Tensile streneth
Meltins noint
Boilins ooint

Electrical conductor
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Ouestion: Complete the following table using the following physical properties:

l) rrrt"/
(b) hard

i;i r,[t a"rsity ,/ ' 
. /

(d) high tensile strength t/
' (e) high melting point y',

(fl high boiling point y'
(g) goodheatconductor y' 

-(h) good etectrical conductor */-
(i) malleabh (can h.e*rd) e/

Physical propertv Explanation

(")
If the electrons are loosely held in the metallic lattice they can
absorb energy, vibrate rapidly and then give off light.

(e)
ff the attraction between the positive nucleus and the electrons
between nuclei is srong a lot ofheat energy is needed to
vibrate theses atoms so that they can move about.

ff)
ff the attraction between the positive nucleus and the electrons
between nuclei is strong a lot ofheat energy is needed to
vibrate theses atoms so that they can move about.

&)
There are many delocalised electrons which can carry heat
energy through the metallic lattice

(b,)
There are many delocalised electrons which can carry
electrical energy through the metallic lattice

(c)
Large atoms and I or atoms that are close together.

&)
Planes of atoms can slide over each other and this allows
metals to bend rather than break or snap.

(t )
Atoms are strongly bonded together

6) The strong bonds between the atoms make them very difficult
to pull apart.

(j) .

Planes of atoms can slide over each other and this allows
metals to be pulled into long thin strands.

Ouestion: Some metals e.g. aluminium are less dense than others.
low density and is used where this property is important, such as in

'industry and also in modern cars. Suggest how this is possible.

Aluminium lias a
the aircraft

{'}-lb*r a"rrF wl^or^ laa,'el lryrlb:-'Lflbais{' 
W 1k,^ol.P^'A,( b^,
F*t*l wtL'4,** wtalsJ-nto vy r;Wa#'AW



a

Ouestion: The attraction between the nucleus and the outermost electron of group 1

metals decreases as we go down group 1. Explain how this affects its (a) chemical
properties (b) physical properties

0tn
Ouestion: Support the theory of the theory of the structure of ls by explaining---
how a metal expands when it is heated.

t

ofi^q vnlld 4 ",""!'fea 't eiaba4r
Ozone Og is an 'allotrope' of oxygen - a form of oxygen that is different to 02, the gas

that makes up 21 per cent of the atmosphere. Ozone is formed fiom oxygen in a

reversible reaction.

Se+ne

ffi
Fe$t

rxac*i+n

Ozone molecule formation

The ozone Iayer

The ozone layer is the part of the upper atmosphere where ozone is found in the
highest concentrations. The ozone there absorbs ultraviolet radiation, preventing most
of it from reaching the ground. This is important because ultraviolet radiation can lead
to skin cancer.

Near the end of the last centllry, scientists discovered that ozone levels over the
Antarctrc were reduced. This discovery was unexpected. Chemists knew that reactive
chlorine atoms could destroy ozone. They also knew that chemicals called
chlorofluorocarbons - CFCs - break down in ultraviolet light to release reactive
chlorine atoms. Scientists used these ideas to explain the low ozone levels.

CFCs were once used widely in insulating foam and aerosol spray-cans-. Once
released, they gradr"rally spread through the atmosphere, eventually reaching the ozone
layer. Once there, they destroy ozone. CFCs have now been almost completely
replaced by chemicals that do not cause this damage.

Chloride ions are very different. T'hey occur in compounds such as sodium chloride.
They are not as reactive as the atoms or molecules of the element.

Chlorine atoms can be bonded to other types of atom such"as chl,orine dioxide. This is

l-ittrevi0l€t
ligh*

;lj. Oxygen
ra+gsl ,'flotecr]les
W arldalo{fis

oxidising and'corrosive

Questiori: Read the above passage and explain the different forms that chlorine can

cl- N"C I cl 0
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